
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 837 
The battle between the heavenly demon Alliance and the Holy Spirit Army had lasted for a hundred 
years. 
 
“After the artifact Spirit, the spiritking, killed the spiritking from another dimension, everything was 
settled. ” 
 
“When Lu Wu’s figure walked out of the void and appeared in the starry sky outside the firmament 
world, it had already indicated that the Allied army of the sky and demon Army had reached the top of 
the food chain in the firmament world. ” 
 
Cheers and shouts resounded throughout the star field. 
 
“The new king ascended the throne, and the old king fell. ” 
 
A new era began. 
 
“This time, whether it was Lu Wu or the players, they didn’t need to carry a heavy burden and move 
forward. After 10000 years of persistence, they finally had a good end. ” 
 
…… 
 
“In the Three Realms, the heavenly Dao was completely disheartened. ” 
 
“He had originally thought that the spiritking’s appearance would change the situation, but he had never 
thought that even the strongest expert in the foreign lands would lose to tu mie. ” 
 
“Now that the Holy Spirit Army had been annihilated, his last hope had also disappeared. ” 
 
“Looking at Lu Wu, who crossed the space and stood in front of him, Tiandao lowered his head. ” 
 
“He had been defeated. He had plotted for a long time and launched several wars of the Three Realms, 
but in the end, he still failed. ” 
 
“Tiandao was unwilling, but he knew that he no longer had any trump cards. The outcome was already 
decided. ” 
 
“Looking at the heavenly Dao, Lu Wu didn’t say a word. With a wave of his hand, a small world was 
formed in the palm of his hand. A powerful suction force pulled the heavenly Dao into it. Then, 
donghuang Taiyi, Taishang, Taichu and all the heaven realm Warriors were also pulled into this world. ” 
 
“””Atone for your sins and seal yourself for ten eras. I’ll give you a chance to turn over a new leaf!”” ” 
 
“After saying this, Lu Wu threw this small world into the outer realm and floated far away. ” 
 
“From then on, there would be no more heaven realm forces in the Three Realms, and Lu Wu’s seal 
would last for ten eras … ” 



 
“Looking back at the Three Realms and the Allied forces of the sky demon Army standing in the outer 
realms, Lu Wu finally showed a smile of relief on his face. ” 
 
He had experienced too much for this day and had waited too long. 
 
He had already reached the finish line. 
 
“At this time, the figures of little Bei Li and Bei Li God appeared beside Lu Wu, each holding Lu Wu’s left 
and right hands, and their faces showed a sweet smile at the same time. ” 
 
There would be no more sorrow and no more parting. 
 
We finally won … 
 
“Along with the cheers and shouts, Lu Wu’s voice resounded throughout the Three Realms and echoed 
outside, finally resounding throughout the firmament world. ” 
 
“””New world, open!”” ” 
 
…… 
 
Ten years later. 
 
Countless players gathered in underworld city. 
 
“At this moment, all the players were filled with excitement and anticipation. ” 
 
The final stage of the cross-server individual competition officially began today. 
 
“This competition between players should have been held 10000 years ago, but a series of events had 
caused this competition to be suspended in advance. ” 
 
“At this moment, everything was settled, and the discussion about who was the strongest player was 
endless on the forum. ” 
 
“Amidst the players ‘cheers, the “”cross-server individual battle”” restarted. ” 
 
Lu Wu and the leaders of the major forces of the Allied forces of the sky and demon were the judges. 
 
“At that moment, hundreds of players who had entered the final circle were standing proudly in the sky 
above underworld city, looking at each other. ” 
 
“Ao Jian, Gu Yu, Liu Chan, Yin Xiaoqi, mo Xiaoxin, Yuan Fang, Qi Ming, mo Lanlan, Gou Zi, Xiao mo, Xiao 
youzi, Hu He, Black Lily, Ye Shiwen, Tang mu, Wu Guoyi, Ye Shen LAN, Lionheart, Jason, Li Xing, ye chen, 
ye Xue ‘er, Lin Tie, nie Feng, and so on … ” 
 



“They were the cream of the crop among players, and they had the strongest combat power in the 
player circle. ” 
 
“Now, they had gathered together to determine the winner. ” 
 
“While the players below were watching, the bets were already placed. ” 
 
“At this moment, in a corner of underworld’s central plaza, the bronze gavel was cursing and swearing 
excitedly while continuously collecting the soul coins that other players had placed their bets on. ” 
 
“””Is there anyone who wants to bet on Yuan Fang? 1:100. Hurry up and place your bet. Who knows, 
you might get rich and turn your bicycle into a motorcycle!”” ” 
 
“””Trust me this once, bet on Gou ‘Zi winning. Don’t look at how he doesn’t look too strong, in fact, he’s 
already invincible after 10000 years of fighting in the outer region. 1:10, I guarantee you’ll make a lot of 
money!”” ” 
 
“””Stop F * cking betting on mo Xiaoxin and the great Demon King. How are these two strong? they 
were strong back then, but now that 10000 years have passed, they’re just weaklings. Moreover, the 
odds are only 1: 0.1. Don’t you guys understand the principle of ‘small to big’?”” ” 
 
…… 
 
“””I bet on the Great Demon King, one million soul coins!”” At this moment, a figure appeared in front 
of the copper pendant and said with a smile. ” 
 
“Tong Yan immediately raised his head. When he saw that it was his old acquaintance, the Sea King, he 
couldn’t help but pout. ” 
 
“””Do you have any soul coins?”” ” 
 
“””Why not? I sold a lot of treasures and got a million soul coins. I’ll be counting on you to make money 
today!”” ” 
 
“””Don’t regret it!”” Tong Chui’s eyes were wide open, but he felt a little guilty. ” 
 
“In Shi Feng’s opinion, the Great Demon King was a popular candidate for the championship. While one 
million soul coins might not be worth mentioning to the heavenly demon players, it was a huge sum to 
him. ” 
 
“If he lost, he might have to forge for decades to repay the debt. ” 
 
“At this moment, the players who had placed their bets were those who had stayed in underworld. Most 
of them had placed bets in the thousands or tens of thousands. Receiving a million in one go made him 
somewhat flustered. ” 
 
“””I don’t regret!”” As it spoke, the Sea King took out a coin made of a million soul coins and tossed it to 
the copper pendant. ” 



 
“After receiving the ‘soul coin’, the copper pendant immediately added the Sea king’s name to the list of 
bets, and added a million behind it. ” 
 
“At this moment, Tong Yan didn’t care about life and death. ” 
 
“It didn’t matter if they lost or not, what was important was the process. ” 
 
His gambler’s mentality was triggered … 
 
“At this moment, a figure appeared in the sky, and all the players looked up at the sky. ” 
 
The person who appeared in the air at this moment was Lu Wu. 
 
“He stood in the air among the players and looked around. Then, he smiled and said,”” ” 
 
“””Let’s start!”” ” 
 
“As he spoke, a small world appeared in Lu Wu’s hand. It floated up and turned into a space vortex. ” 
 
“When the surrounding players saw this, their eyes burned with battle intent as they joined in. ” 
 
They were all prepared to go all out for this battle … 
 
It didn’t really matter who was the strongest. The most important thing was to participate. 
 
“After the players entered the mini World, a large screen appeared above underworld city and began to 
play the real-time images of the city … ” 
 
This day was destined to be a day of revelry for the players and the major powers of the Three Realms. 
 
“Other than the wood spirit wine being sold out, all the other snacks and alcohol were also sold out. ” 
 
“Without the burden, all the players vented their emotions. ” 
 
A joyous atmosphere filled the Three Realms. 
 
…… 
 
“In the tens of thousands of years that followed, a series of new rules were promoted in the firmament 
world. ” 
 
“This was the promise that Lu Wu once made to himself, to create a peaceful world with perfect order 
and no need to worry about being swallowed up by other forces if he didn’t become stronger. ” 
 
A series of measures such as resource sharing and information sharing were implemented … 
 



“With the help of the Dao integration divine weapon, Lu Wu launched a bold and decisive reform of the 
“”firmament world””. ” 
 
The divine weapon trading platform had been expanded to every corner of the firmament world. 
Anyone was qualified to join it and use their own unique resources to exchange for the resources they 
wanted. 
 
“At the same time, in order to ensure that those forces without resources also had a Foundation for 
survival, Lu Wu regularly scanned the firmament world with the divine weapon and then distributed 
materials that could improve their lives. ” 
 
“Under this mode of operation, the opposition between the different races in the firmament world 
slowly faded. ” 
 
Even the weaker forces could rely on the stronger forces and use their own labor to exchange for the 
living supplies given by the stronger forces. 
 
Instead of continuing to become stronger and then plundering the ‘law of the jungle’ strategy of others. 
 
“During this period, soul coins had also become the most valuable and authoritative trading currency in 
the firmament world. ” 
 
“In the tens of thousands of years that followed, the player forums had also become a platform for all 
the major forces in the firmament world to exchange information and interact with each other. ” 
 
“Every day, there were countless recruitment notices posted on the forum. The needs and information 
of different forces could be shared on the forum, and problems could be solved here. ” 
 
“As the number of people on the forum had become extremely large, in order to ensure the 
management of the forum, all the players were promoted by Lu Wu to “”forum sub-administrator””. ” 
 
“Every player was responsible for the management of different sections of the forum, and everyone had 
become the “”authority dogs”” that they hated and envied the most. ” 
 
Within the Three Realms. 
 
“The previous boundary barrier had disappeared, and the three Realms had merged into one. The lives 
of the netherworld and the human realm were no longer separate, and they controlled the balance of 
the Three Realms together. ” 
 
“At the same time, as the gathering place of the firmament world ‘s’ authority dogs ‘, the Three Realms 
had a transcendent status. As time passed, they began to be respectfully referred to as the’ Holy Land 
‘by the major outer realm forces. ” 
 
“Of course, this was how it was called under normal circumstances. ” 
 



“Behind the scenes, the Three Realms was known as a ‘doghouse’, and a group of authority dogs lived 
there. All of them were like dogs, possessing a series of heartless and terrifying abilities such as being 
sealed, muted, and so on. ” 
 
“Even if one was a big Shot of a star field with the combat power of a destruction realm, they still had to 
shut up on the forum when it was time to. Otherwise, they would have to use their authority three 
times … ” 
 
It was also because of the transcendent status of the Three Realms that this world underwent multiple 
transformations in the later years. 
 
“Its area continued to expand, becoming a huge world comparable to the Holy Spirit world. Not only 
were there humans and beings from the netherworld, but there were also many new forces integrated 
into it. ” 
 
“Just as Lu Wu thought, under order, everything was stable and peaceful … ” 
 
…… 
 
“100,000 years after the Great War between the SkyDemon Alliance and the spiritking, the new order 
had already spread throughout the firmament world. The law of the jungle, which had persisted for 
countless eras, had ended and become history. ” 
 
“However, Lu Wu also had his own new troubles. ” 
 
He realized that he seemed to be rejected by the firmament world … 
 
“Because after breaking through to a new realm, his strength had actually grown by absorbing the spirit 
Qi from the outer realm on his own, which also made him more and more powerful. ” 
 
“If he did not deliberately restrain himself, no world would be able to accommodate his existence. ” 
 
“For example, the Three Realms. ” 
 
“As long as Lu Wu stood in the Three Realms, the Three Realms would quickly collapse because of his 
existence. They would not be able to withstand his existence at all and would completely collapse. ” 
 
“Therefore, when he went back to the Three Realms to visit his old friends, Lu Wu could only create an 
avatar. ” 
 
“Otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable. They might even wipe out the Three Realms. ” 
 
“In order to solve this problem, Lu Wu tried his best to weaken his strength. ” 
 
“However, at his level, his life and physical body were eternal. Even with the help of a divine weapon, he 
could not weaken his strength. ” 
 
What gave Lu Wu a bigger headache was … 



 
“The spiritking constantly influenced him, urging him to split open the sky as soon as possible so that he 
could head to the world beyond the heavens. ” 
 
“Under the influence of the will to open the sky, opening the sky had become the desire in Lu Wu’s 
heart, and it was getting stronger and stronger. ” 
 
“However, this desire was not what he wanted. It was something the spiritking had forced onto him. ” 
 
“However, he was already unable to break free, because the will of creation had already been firmly 
imprinted in his soul, becoming an instinctive desire. ” 
 
“In order to resist this deepening obsession, Lu Wu finally chose to go into seclusion and began to find a 
way to deal with it. ” 
 
…… 
 
“A thousand years later, Lu Wu came out of seclusion. ” 
 
“In the end, he was still unable to resist the increasingly deepening ‘will of splitting open the sky’ in his 
mind. Under the torture of the strong desire to split open the sky, he finally chose to take that step. ” 
 
“At this moment, he was in the center of the outer realm. He raised his hand and the heaven splitting 
axe appeared in it. ” 
 
The person who was the happiest to see this was undoubtedly the spiritking within the heaven splitting 
axe. 
 
“He had been looking forward to this day for a long time. Even though he was not doing it himself, he 
was the first witness. ” 
 
“And with his understanding of Lu Wu’s current strength, it was not difficult at all to split open the sky. 
He could definitely do it. ” 
 
“The spiritking’s heart surged. At that moment, he seemed to see a new world waving at him … ” 
 
He was looking forward to Lu Wu inheriting his will and embarking on a new journey to the world 
outside the sky. 
 
“Just then, Lu indifferently said,”” ” 
 
“The heaven splitting axe in his hand, which was formed by the convergence of purple, gold, and silver 
powers, was swung towards the void. ” 
 
“The will of the sky-opening was completely unleashed at this moment, turning into an endless stream 
of faith power that surged into the sky-opening axe. ” 
 



“A strong desire to split open the sky surged in his heart. Lu Wu’s body was like a Purple Sun, and a vast 
power was emanating from his body. ” 
 
“The surrounding space couldn’t withstand Lu Wu’s vast power at all and collapsed. In the blink of an 
eye, the surroundings turned into a dark chaotic domain without light. ” 
 
“With this slash, Lu Wu gathered all his strength and slowly pushed forward. ” 
 
“Tiny purple cracks appeared in the surroundings, but they were quickly repaired by the firmament 
world. ” 
 
“However, when the three-colored axe mark was chopped out, the self-repair of the firmament world 
finally couldn’t keep up with the destruction of Lu Wu’s power. A purple crack suddenly appeared in 
front of him, and it expanded rapidly as the axe seal advanced. ” 
 
“The rich spiritual energy from the outside world poured in, and at the same time, Lu Wu saw the 
outside world. ” 
 
It was a new world that was even more vast than the firmament world. 
 
“There were more races, more powerful systems, and more talented powerhouses … ” 
 
The spiritking cried out excitedly from within the heaven splitting axe as he saw everything. 
 
This was the new challenge he wanted! 
 
The purple crack continued to expand and moved to both sides. The spiritking could not help but urge Lu 
Wu to step into the new world. 
 
“But at this moment, Lu Wu took back the sky splitting axe. ” 
 
“Under the spiritking’s dumbfounded expression, Lu Wu suddenly looked at him and smiled.”” ” 
 
“””That’s what you’re pursuing, not mine!”” ” 
 
“””What do you mean by that?”” ” 
 
“””What do you mean? You’ll understand soon enough!”” After saying this, Lu Wu took a deep breath, 
and the sky-opening will in his mind continued to be injected into the sky-opening axe. After 
accumulating power, he suddenly threw the sky-opening axe into the new world. ” 
 
“””Go!”” ” 
 
“With Lu Wu’s shout, the sky splitting axe disappeared into the purple crack and flew towards the New 
World. ” 
 
“””Spiritking, don’t disappoint me. Continue to become the strongest expert in that world. When we go 
home, I’ll treat you to a drink!”” ” 



 
“The moment it passed through the purple crack, the heaven splitting axe automatically disintegrated. 
The spiritking within it broke free from the weapon seal’s shackles and appeared outside. ” 
 
“At this moment, a wave of soul power wrapped around him, reforging his soul for his consciousness. ” 
 
“At this moment, Lu Wu thought of something. He took out the yet-to-be Dao integration law from the 
artifact space and threw it to the spiritking. ” 
 
“””This is what I owed you back then. I’m returning it to you now!”” ” 
 
“””F * ck!”” At this moment, the spiritking, who had already appeared in the New World, couldn’t help 
but curse. Then, he gave Lu Wu the middle finger. ” 
 
“Seeing this, Lu Wu also gave the spiritking the middle finger with a look of contempt. ” 
 
“””Walk your own path, don’t bring me along, I’m just a salted fish!”” ” 
 
“After the purple crack closed, Lu Wu shook his head with a smile and muttered,”” ” 
 
“””I’m free. Let’s go home!”” ” 
 
…… 
 
The spiritking’s soul was Reforged in the New World. The laws of the Dao integration realm fused into 
his soul at that moment. 
 
“Before the spiritking could recover from his shock, the laws of reincarnation in this world locked onto 
him and judged him as a new soul. He was forcefully pulled into the cycle of reincarnation and began to 
reincarnate. ” 
 
“A new battle began. Of course, the main character this time was not Lu Wu, but the beginning of 
another legendary story … ” 
 
(The end of the book) 
 
“It has been one year and three months since I published “”I’m the big boss behind the scenes”” in 
November 2019. I’m done today. I’m so sad. There are so many emotions in this book. At this moment, 
it’s like a raised child is about to run away from home … It’s hard to say, and I’m feeling down. I’ll post 
my comments tomorrow. The side stories of different characters will be updated at random times. You 
can talk about whose side stories you want to see in this chapter. I’ve already thought about the future 
development of each character. ” 


